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Q 1 Select the most appropriate choice and justify your choice for the

following questions:- (2.5xlO=25)

(a) The p.u. impedance of a circuit element is 0.15. If the base KVand

base MVA are halved, then the new value of the per unit impedance

of the circuit element will be-

(i) 0.075 (ii)0.15 (iii)0.30 (iv)0.60

(b)A balance three phase system consist of-

(i) Zero sequence current only

(ii)Positive sequence current only

(iii)Negativeand zero sequence current only
(iv)Zero, negative and positive sequence current.

(c) Series reactors are used to-

(i) Improve the transmission efficiency

(ii) Improve P.F. of the power system.

(iii)Improve the voltage regulation.

(iv)Bring down the fault level within the capacity of the switch gear.

(d) In a circuit breaker the current that exists at the instant of contact

separation is called the-

(i) Restriking current (ii)Breaking current

(iii)Arc current (iv)Recovery current

(e)Air used in air blast C.B. must-

(i) Be ionized (ii)Be free from moisture

(iii)Have least C02 (iv)Have oil mist

(f) A fuse is-

(i) Normally inserted in phase wire

(ii)Normally inserted in neutral wire

(iii)Never inserted in neutral wire

(iv)Never inserted in phase wire

(g)Given rPllII' rP2111=the fluxes produced by the two portions of the

shaded pole 8=the angle between «: rP2m' R=resistance of the disc,

the torque developed in an induction relay would be proportional to

which of the following:- (A) rPllII' ¢2m (B) IjR (C) R (D) Sine. Select

the correct answer using the codes given below:-
(i) (A),(B)& (D) (ii) (A),(C)& (D) (iii)(A)& (B) (iv)(B)& (D)

(h) For the protection of a 3phase star/Delta transformer the CTs for

the differential relay should be connected.

(i) Delta/star (ii)Delta/Delta (iii)Star/Delta (iv)Star/Star

(i) Shunt capacitor in a substation-

(i) Consume Lagg. Var (ii)Deliver Lagg. Var

(iii)Consume active power (iv)Deliver active power

U) A transmission line is protected by-

(i) Distance protection (ii)Inrush current protection

(iii)Timegraded protection (iv)Both (i)& (iii)
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Q2 (a)A generating station has two 3 phase alternators, one 12MVA, 20%

reactance and the other 8MVA, 24% reactance. Both are rated at

6.6KV. The two alternators are connected to 33KV bus bars

through 6.6/33KV step up transformers, the first through a

15MVA, 10% reactance and the second through a 12MVA, 12%

reactance. A feeder is taken out from the 33KV bus bars, the

reactance of the feeder being 200. A 3 phase dead short circuit

fault occurs at the load end of the feeder. The actual generation

voltage of the first generator is 6.6KV while that of the second is

6.5KV. Calculate the fault current. (10)

(b)Write short notes on common faults in power systems. (2.5)

OR

Q2 The currents flowing in the lines of a balanced load connected in delta

are Ia = 10LOo, lb = 14.14L225° and Ie = 10L900. (12.5)

(a) Show that lahl = is L300 and l"h2 = ] L -30
0
.(and similarly for

other line and phase currents) where lal and labl are the positive

and la2 and Iab2etc are the negative sequence components of line

and phase currents respectively.

(b)Evaluate the phase current lab from symmetrical components ral,

la2 and Iao of the line current la for the data given above.

Q3 What are the fundamental requirement of a relay? Give the

classification of relays. Describe and define the following terms:- (12.5)

(a) Pick up (b)Reset or drop off (c)Drop off/Pick up ratio

OR

Q3 Give the differences between a fuse and a circuit breaker. Explain the

working of an air blast circuit breaker with the help of a neat diagram.(12.5)

Q4 Describe with a neat diagram, a circulating current protection scheme

for a 3 phase, 1MVA, 11KV / 400V Delta/ star transformer. If the

current transformers have a nominal secondary currents of 5A,

calculate their ratios. (12.5)

OR

Q4 Describe distance protection scheme for the protection of feeders.

Explain why distance protection scheme is superior to other types of

protection for an over head line. (12.5)

Q5 Explain clearly what do you mean by compensation

discuss briefly different methods of compensation?

OR

Explain with neat diagram the operation of-

(a)Thyrister switched capacities

(b)Saturated reactor compensator

of line and

(12.5)

Q5 (12.5)
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